
Your Spiritual Wake Up Call 
 

When you incarnated you came here with great excitement and positivity about all of the 

experiences you were ooing to have.  You knew that your ability was one of co-creator and 

you truly felt inspired about all of the experiences  that you could benefit from.  In this report 

you will learn the beginnings of the symptoms that mark the next step on your spiritual 

voyage - they are signs that you are 'Waking Up' and that your gifts are presenting themselves 

to the world!. 

 

The Angels have shared this with you in the knowledge that you have what it takes to 

perceive and manipulate energy to create a more loving and abundant future for yourself! 

 

Spiritual Signs and Symptoms 

 

1) A sudden urge to grow from your experiences and yes even the challenging ones. 

2) The feeling that time is speeding up and you feel an urgency to do more or uncover your 

life purpose 

3)A returning feeling that you are far older than your current earth age would denote 

4)A sensing or remembering being male or female as well as the gender you are now almost a 

'sexlessness' sense of yourself deep within - this is a 'hello' moment from the non physical 

you 

5)Experiencing de ja vu - this is a sign you are doing something you pre planned before you 

came here! 

6)Feeling acutely aware of other peoples feelings or thoughts about you 

7)Seeing lights or dark shadows out of the corner of your eye 

8) Feeling aware that people are either not on your wavelength or knowing who 'is' for you 

and who 'isnt' 

9) Suddenly experiencing overwhelming empathy for people in harsh times irrespective of 

whether you like them or not 

10)Hearing whispering around your bed as you wake or feeling watched 

 

All of these and more are signs that a spiritual alarm clock has gone of deep inside your soul 

and you know now that it is time to wake up.  Whether you wish to develop your abilities just 

to know more and sense more guidance for yourself  or whether you wish to help others in 

their quest for 'truth' - you cam here with these abilities and the angels want you to know that 

you are Clairvoyant. 

 

Our Gift To You 

 

The angels have shared me with a few very easy ways for you to connect with them and get 

your own guidance 

1)Place your hand on your heart centre and remember a feeling of joy 

2)Ask the angels to be with you now and breathe in the colour of the Archangel you would 

most like to be with you so Purple for Michael Gold for Gabriel and so on 

3)Ask them to give you a physical sign that they are with you, and however gentle this is - 

accept it as you beginning point 

4)know that when you ask they are always there without question without exception 

 

If you would like to know more about developing your gift please contact Sheelagh Maria via 

Ask-angels.com 



or facebook The Angels Kitchen 
 


